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Diagram “The world around us ” 
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Nature 
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Species[ˈspiːʃiːz] түрі                      Mammal[ˈmæml] сүтқоректі       

Amphibian[æmˈfɪbɪən] қосмекенді       Falcon[ˈfɔːlkən] қыран                                        

Extinction[ɪksˈtɪŋkʃən] жойылу, өшу       Saiga [ˈsaɪɡə] ақбөкен                                       

Deer[dɪər] елік                                      Horse [hɔːs] жылқы 

Wild boar[waɪld bɔːr] қабан                   wolf [wulf] қасқыр

Bear[bɛər] аю                                      Fox[fɔks] түлкі

 Rabbit[ˈræbɪt]Қоян                

 



Fauna                
of Kazakstan 

 19 of species 
animals

 172 species of 
mammals

 150 species 
of fish

490 
species 
of birds

12 species of 
amphibians 

51 species of 
reptiles  



1. How many species of animals does Kazakhstan have?

2. How many species of birds, reptiles, amphibians, mammals 
does Kazakhstan have?

 

The fаuna of 
Kazakstan 



In this book there 
are many animals. 
There are many fish, 
birds and animals. 
They are in danger. 
We must defend 
these animals 
because they are 
very rare or extinct. 
We have in our land  
9 reserves. 

They a: Aksu-Zhabagaly, 
Almaty, Markhakol, the 

West Altay, Khorgalzhyn, 
Nauryzym, Barsakelmes, 
Usturt, Karatau, Alakol. 
In these reserves there                        
are many animals   and 

people work with 
animals all day.



TRUE FALSE

1 A camel can live without 
water.

2 The cleverest ( ақылды ) 
animal is a horse 

3 A camel lives in the desert. It 
needs little water.

4 A tiger is a small cat and it is 
weak ( əлсіз )



This animal sleeps all 
winter

It lives in the desert. It 
needs very little water.

It has got long ears.               
It eats carrots

It is a big cat. It lives in 
the jungle.

This animals looks like    a 
dog but it is wild

It lives in Africa and India. 
It eats grass, leaves.

A B C

D E F



1.Honey

2.Feather

3. Nuts

4. Water

5. Red fur

6. Carrot

7. Fat and oil

8. Horn
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2.Feather

3. Nuts
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Thank you for your 
attention! 


